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3D Assets
The Digital Village® metaverse is being developed in 
Unreal Engine 4 game engine environment. All the 
3D assets need to follow precise guidelines to achieve 
performance and efficiency.

In this guide section, all the requirements for assets 
creation will be exhaustively examined with some tips 
and suggested software for compromising quality and 
efficiency.

The industry standards nomenclature for these 3D 
models always refers to “Game-ready assets” and 
workflows.

The main goal of a 3D Game ready asset are three:

• Low polycount;
• Performant packed textures;
• Good Uvs.

Note about tutorials
This guide is meant to be a comprehensive atlas 
for everyone who wants to create 3D assets for 
the Digital Village metaverse. Depending on the 
reader’s knowledge, they can be already familiar 
with many concepts illustrated involving 3D art 
and its workflows. The tutorial part is meant 
to be beginner-friendly, but if the reader is an 
expert, they can reach the summary table at the 
bottom of this document.
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Topology

1 A B C D E F

Polycount

Topology is an important topic, 
3D assets need to be optimized 
following low poly creation 
guidelines.
The assets details will be baked 
into normal maps saving compu-
tational power during render.

A model’s polycount changes 
depending on its anatomy. The 
following values are relative, and 
values can slightly change.

Furniture
Furniture like chairs, closet, sofa, 

simple lamps, etc.

Polycount: 200-400 polys.

Objects
All the more complex objects 

like art pieces, swatches, bottles, 
framed pictures, etc. 

Polycount: 1000-2000 polys. Polycount: 2000-10.000 polys. Polycount: 4000-10.000 polys. Polycount: 100.000 polys.

Internal 
Architecture

Rooms, halls, internal 
architectural spaces.

External
Architecture
Complex museum exterior, 

pavilions, monuments. 

Landscapes
Topographics meshes

and maps.Roundness
Lowpoly works well with 
square surfaces. On curved 
shapes, the example values 
can double up. 

Dresses
Dresses will came soon, stay 

tuned!
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Single meshes 
per objects

Multiple submeshes are 
not allowed. Texture space 

can include details.

Clean topology

The topology must be clean 
and precise, avoiding mesh 

compenetration and overlaps. 
These kinds of errors cause a 

performance drop in the engine.

Low and High poly 
baking workflow

The main workflow to maintain 
high fidelity details and 

performance is to create two model 
versions, a highpoly one and a 

lowpoly one, ready for baking in 
software like Substance painter 

or Quixel mixer. For more details 
about baking, go to page 9.

Separate Objects Low and High poly 
workflow

Compenetration

2 3 4
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Tutorials
Topology and
modeling

This tutorial guide section will explain the low and high 
poly workflow following the creation of a demo lamp.

The object to add to the metaverse is a lamp.
The first operation is to match the guide instruction 
about object topology. Lamps can be inserted in the A 
(furnitures) or B (objects) categories, so the polycount 
limit is set to 400 - 2000. The modeler can begin the low 
poly modeling with this goal in mind.

Low poly modeling can be tricky. The modeler must try to 
catch the lowest polycount number possible by the model 
anatomy. With some essential operations, it’s possible to 
obtain a good-looking low poly version of our lamp.

There’s no a best way to proceed; some modelers prefer to 
begin with the high poly sculpting and retopology after the 
object. Some others start with the low poly and add details in a 
second round.

There are 912 polys in this model, and we can then proceed 
with the creative part.

The high poly version creation of the model it’s free. It’s 
possible to include much poly as the modeler want. There’s 
no limit; every detail added in this phase will be baked into a 
normal map so they can go wild! 

Keep in mind that the details will be flattered into a texture, so 
they must be tiny and not so prominent.

In this phase, the most common operations are:
• Smoothing edges;
• Smooth curves;
• Adding details.

Our lamp’s been smoothed after placing some support 
loops and looks good. We want to add more details on the 
sculpting phase.

Sculpting isn’t always needed, but the modeler can add 
alphas, details, panels, and surface micro details to give the 
model a more exciting and unique  look. 

When all the details are done, the model must be unwrapped 
and exported in its two versions to texture editor software for 
normal baking.

We added surface porosity with an alpha, inflate some body 
parts, and added two bends in the top part.
The flower details it’s made with a custom alpha created in 
an image editing software.

High poly modeling SculptingLow poly modeling
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Uvs

Correct Uvs for Digital Village 
means:

• No overlapping elements;
• No multiple Uv channels;
• No multiple elements with 

the same or overlapping Uv 
coords.

• Clean and smooth Uv island.

Unreal Engine uses the Uvs for 
textures and, more critical for 
lightmaps generation. Follow the 
following rules to avoid texture 
visualization errors, incorrect 
lights and shadows distribution, 
and aberration.

No overlapping 
polys

No multiple
Uv channels

No multiple 
elements

Clean and 
smooth islands

The Uv islands must be flat, 
without overlapping parts. 

Overlaps cause errors in texture 
visualization and lightmaps 

calculation.

Uv space must be one for 
each object. Digital Village 
uses channel 0 for texture 

and channel 1 for automatic 
lightmaps generation.

A common technique in 
traditional renders is to use 

the same UV element multiple 
times (Think about buildings 

windows). That’s not allowed in 
game-ready assets creation.

Uvs need to be clean, smooth, and 
flat. It is better to avoid a bunch 
of polys detached from the main 

islands.

1 2 3 4
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Tutorials
Unwrap and
Uvs

This tutorial guide section will show an example of Uvs 
management following the lamp model created on page 6.
 
The shown uvs are correct:
• There are no overlapping polys;
• Every part is unique;
• There are no multiple channels for materials
• There are no little isolated pieces.

Clear cut in a simple model topology with low polycount is 
easy to achieve. 

We made seams following the lamp anatomy: the main body 
and the upper part. Uvs are efficient and well packed in a 
single channel that will contain all the information needed.
We can now export the two models in texture editor 

Uvs
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Textures
setup

Every asset needs three tex-
ture maps used by the engine. 
Two full RGB png files and 
three grayscale texture maps 
packed in one single png called 
“AOROME”. The textures are the 
following:

• Diffuse;
• Normal;
• AO: Ambient occlusion 

(packed in the red channel);
• RO: Roughness (packed in the 

green channel);
• ME: Metallic (packed in the 

blue channel).

The final result is a collection of 
3 texture maps for every asset 
composed of Diffuse, Normal, and 
AOROME.

Diffuse

The diffuse texture map is a full 
RGB png file that instructs the 
engine on how to render colors.

AO

The ambient occlusion texture 
map is a grayscale image 
containing all the recess shadow 
baking information.

Normal

The normal texture map is a full 
RGB png file that fake how lights 
interact with geometry - faking 
smoothness and fine details.

Roughness

The roughness texture map is a 
grayscale image that contains all 
the information to simulate light 
reflections on the material.

Packed AOROME

The AOROME texture map is a 
full RGB png file containing three 
grayscale maps stored in the RGB 
channels.

Metallic

The metallic texture map is a 
grayscale image that contains 
all the information to simulate 
metallic and non-metallic 
surfaces.

Texture maps to export

Image format:
The Digital Village textures 
image format is PNG, a good 
compromise for efficiency. 
Assets must be provided 
with an additional 8K TGA 
image file that Dv will 
store for future texture 
improvement.

R

G

B
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Textures
export Texture resolution

Schematic
After export

results
Original
texture

15 texture for
each asset

Every texture map must be 
generated in 8K, saved in TGA 
format inside the export folder.

Textures must be exported in 
different sizes, scaling down their 
resolution starting from the 8K 
original one. This collection is 
used to achieve scalability on 
low-performance devices.

The final result is 15 texture 
maps subdivided by resolution in 
groups of 3.

For a better understanding of the 
export folder hierarchy, please 
read page 10.

Texture
Downsize

Folder 
organization

0,5 K

0,5 K

512 px square

Low quality

PNG format

1 K

1 K
Medium quality

PNG format

1024 px square

0,5K Diffuse

2K Diffuse

8K Diffuse

4K Diffuse

1K Diffuse

0,5K Normal

2K Normal

8K Normal

4K Normal

1K Normal

0,5K AOROME

2K AOROME

8K AOROME

4K AOROME

1K AOROME

2 K
2 K

8 K

High quality

PNG format

2048 px square

4 K
4 K

Epic quality

PNG format

4096 px square

8 K

Original quality

TGA format

8192 px square

TIP: multiple exports
A fast way to resize textures and navigate through 
formats can be inside the texture editor program settings 
(Substance painter, Quixel mixer, etc) or use an image 
converter freeware like Faststone photo resizer.

Additional maps:
The vast majority of assets can be described 
by the conventional maps illustrated in 
this guide. Sometimes some models need 
additional maps like Opacity or Emissive, 
useful to mask out part of the mesh or emit 
lights. In that case, additional maps can 
be placed with the same logic inside the 
dedicated folders.

https://www.faststone.org/download.htm
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Materials
Ue materials are made by Digital 
Village and will be based on the 
provided textures. The team will 
make minor adjustments regarding 
the different textures render 
system. 
For more information about 
materials composition, please read 
the dedicated guide.

Every 3D software is capable of 
assigning different materials to 
different mesh parts. With the 
UE4 material slot logic is possible 
to keep track of multi-material 
objects.

Note to
multi-materials

Baking normals is a procedure that 
has been around for many years in 
the gaming industry, and it’s the 
more performant methodology for 
obtaining light assets.

A normal map can provide every 
detail needed by UE4 to achieve 
great results. The only limit is the 
resolution. The highest resolution 
gives more crisp details, and low 
resolution can bring issues to large 
models.

The workflow needs two versions 
of the same model: low and high 
poly. The high poly model can 
implement as many intricate 
details as the modeler desire. 
The pivot must be the same, and 
meshes must be placed in the same 
position.

Based on surfaces described by low 
poly Uvs, all the high poly details 
are projected on a 2D texture map: 
the normal map.

The baking process takes place 
in a material-dedicated software 
like Substance or Mixer. These 
software cast rays from the high 
poly polygony to the low poly 
model surfaces for the normal map 
creation.

The normal map instructs render 
engines about how the lights must 
react to those “faked” 3D details, 
creating fine asperity, patterns, 
crackles, rounded edges, and so on.

Baking
normals
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Tutorials
Materials and
textures

Once the two high and low poly model versions are 
exported, the user can import them in texture editor 
software.

There’s plenty of this tool around (Substance painter, Quixel 
mixer, etc.). The texture artists can define color, reflection, 
roughness, metalness, and the final aspect of the model in 
this software. 

This phase aims to obtain a complete packed texture set that 
will instruct the light interactions inside the engine.

The first operation will be to bake the normal map using the 
low poly model as a base. After that, all the high poly model’s 
details will be translated inside one of the needed maps: the 
normal map.

We baked the high poly on the low poly, and no artifact is 
produced. We’re going well, and the model is ready to be 
materialized.

Editing texture is a fun part. 
The texture artist designs the model’s final look or achieves the 
reference materials here.

We give a bluish metal look to the lamp’s body with some 
imperfection due to usury. And for the upper part, a textile 
texture is applied.

Textures describe the model’s look instead of geometry 
complexity. Render the model will be a light and low-stress 
task to manage for the engine.

Our lamp is complete: it’s light in its polycount, has its 
texture set, and it’s materialized. The texture is ready to be 
exported. we can move to Unreal engine or send it to Digital 
Village for implementation.

Texture editing Faked lightsNormal baking
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Exports 
Folder

Once assets and textures are 
finalized, the user must pack 
everything in a precise folder 
hierarchy to let the Engine reads 
files correctly.
Also, using the plugin provided 
by Dv, users can ensure that the 
model meet all the requirements to 
be included in the metaverse. 
All the content has to be zipped 
and sent after compression.

zip folder:

“#assetName”

Folder:

“Content”

Folder:

“Meshes”

DV file:

“#assetName”

Folder:

“#assetName”

Folder:

“Texture”

Folder:

“DvFormat”

Folder:

“#assetName”

Folder:

“0,5K”

FBX file:

“MS_#assetName.

Folder:

“1K”

Folder:

“2K”

Folder:

“4K”

Folder:

“8K”

0,5K Diffuse texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Diffuse_0,5K.png”

0,5K Normal texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Normal_0,5K.png”

0,5K AOROME texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_AOROME_0,5K.png”

1K Diffuse texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Diffuse_1K.png”

1K Normal texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Normal_1K.png”

1K AOROME texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_AOROME_1K.png”

2K Diffuse texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Diffuse_2K.png”

2K Normal texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Normal_2K.png”

2K AOROME texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_AOROME_2K.png”

4K Diffuse texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Diffuse_4K.png”

4K Normal texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Normal_4K.png”

4K AOROME texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_AOROME_4K.png”

8K Diffuse texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Diffuse_8K.tga”

8K Normal texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_Normal_8K.tga”

8K AOROME texture PNG file: “T_#assetName_AOROME_8K.tga”

.Dv file
After the whole assets creation 
process user have to export the 
model also in the .Dv format 
using the blender plugin 
provided in the download page. 
This will ensure that the model 
meet all the requirements for 
the implementation.
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Dv team develops a plugin that 
will help the user to export a model 
that meet all the requirements to 
be implemented in the metaverse. 

You can easly download the 
plugin directly from the 3d assets 
creation procedure or from the 
download page.

The .Dv plugin for blender will 
check tree requirements illustrated 
in this guide: 

• Polycount: Plugin will check if 
the model lay in the polycount 
bouds for its template.

• Uvs overlapping: Plugin will 
check if the Uvs are correct and 
don’t overlap.

• Uvs multiple channel: Plugin 
will check if the final model has 
multiple Uv channel or not.

If the model doesn’t match one 
of these requirement the export 
will be denied. For avoid this 
inconvenience, the user have to 
follow this guide instructions.

Plugin

Blender
For now, the plugin works 
with blender. In future we’re 
planning to add all the most 
common 3d modelling software 
like 3ds max / Maya / C4D etc. 

Download
the plugin

Download the plugin from the 3d 
assets creation procedure or 

from the download page.

Export check and 
validation

Give the model a name and try to 
export it. The plugin report error 

if some of the requirements
aren’t met. Requirements are 

illustrated in the resume table at 
the end of this section.

Install the plugin 
in Blender

Open blender and install the 
downloaded plugin throught the 

add on menu. You can read the 
Plugin installation guide for 

further instruction.

Choose a 
template

Once your model are finalized, 
choose a template from: 

Furniture, Objects, internal 
architecture etc.

What the plugin will 
check?
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Summary table

Category Instructions Instructions Texture maps file format Texture sizes InstructionsPolycount limit

Furniture 200 - 400

Objects 1.000 - 2.000

Internal Arch. 2.000 - 10.000

External Arch. 4.000 - 10.000

Landscapes 100.000 - 200.000

Topic Polycount limit Exports hierarchyTopology Uvs Textures

No mesh compenetration. No uvs overlapping.

No mesh ovelapping. No uv island reuse.

No detached little element.No multiple mesh per object.

Lowpoly. Single uv channel.

Diffuse. Full RGB png. 8K; 4K; 2K; 1K; 0,5K.

8K; 4K; 2K; 1K; 0,5K.

8K; 4K; 2K; 1K; 0,5K.

Note:
The 8K files must 
be exported in TGA 
format.

Full RGB png.

Packed RGB png.

Grayscale png.

Grayscale png.

Grayscale png.

Normal.

AOROME.

Ambient Occlusion.

ROughness.

MEtalness.

High and lowpoly workflow.

Please follow the scheme already 
shown on the previous page for the 
export hierarchy.


